On any given day, there are hundreds of activities for fairgoers of all ages to enjoy. Using this itinerary as your guide, you can get a preview of the family fun activities that are included with your admission to the State Fair of Texas. Catch a show, check out the museums, or craft something unique; there’s something for everyone here at the Fair. Activities on this itinerary begin near the Lagoon, so entering through Gate 5 or 6 is recommended.

For a complete list of daily activities, visit BigTex.com/Schedule.
CONTAIN YOURSELF(IE)

Ready, set, smile! The area around the historic Lagoon will be transformed into a walking selfie stroll called Contain Yourself(ie). Stop and pose by one of ten beautifully designed shipping containers. Aligning with our theme, “Celebrating Texas Creativity,” these shipping containers will feature one-of-a-kind artwork. Head on over to the Lagoon to get the perfect shot during your visit to the Fair.

¡FIESTAS DE MARIONETAS!

An all-new family-friendly experience presented by McDonald’s, “¡Fiestas de Marionetas!” is one of this year’s not-to-miss shows. Surrounded by lights and beautiful landscaping, a small village of more than 85 handmade marionettes come to life to celebrate a fiesta of color, culture, and creativity. Be sure to stick around for the backstage tour and craft activity after the show.

BUFDORD BUZZARD

This tree-dwelling puppet dishes out some insults to the crowd, but don’t worry, it’s all in good fun. The lovable buzzard entertains children of all ages with his amusing antics and witty banter.

PEE WEE STAMPEDE & RODEO

This fun-filled activity allows the littlest of fairgoers to grab their cowboy gear and ride stick-horses while competing in a variety of mock-rodeo events. From bronco busting to barrel racing, kids are the stars of this rodeo.

MIDWAY BARKER

He ain’t got no body! Don’t miss this hoot of a performance! The Barker entertains Midway crowds with his antics and jabs — all in good fun. A funny-bone tickler!

WORLD OF BIRDS PRESENTS: “SOAR!”

Head on over to the Band Shell to catch a glimpse of the new show, “SOAR!” Steve Martin and his stunning array of birds from all across the globe have flown out of retirement and nested back into the historic Band Shell for an all-new, high-flying adventure. With a cast of new species, as well as memorable feathered friends, “SOAR!” brings the avian world up-close to the audience with bird releases from the Texas Star Ferris wheel and flyovers just inches from guests’ heads. “SOAR!” is also filled with a wealth of knowledge regarding bird health, habitat information, and conservation efforts taking place across the world.

MIGHTY MIKE SHOW

Step right up! Be witness to Mighty Mike’s incredible feats of strength in the “Mighty Mike Show.” A bender of horseshoes, juggler of bowling balls and sledgehammers, and all-around charmer, Mighty Mike’s funny performance showcases strongman strength techniques dating back to the 1920’s and, dare we say, questionable dance routines. Audience members will laugh the entire show, but also leave motivated and inspired by the old-time strongman.

“TX STUNT JAM” AT THE XTREME SPORTS ZONE

TX Stunt Jam is an all-new extreme stunt show you won’t want to miss! Developed exclusively for the State Fair of Texas, this BMX, skateboard, and scooter show spotlights some of the best riders the Lone Star State and nation have to offer on a custom-built professional competition-style course with quarter pipes, box jump, hand rails, open loop, and so much more. Come check out this high-energy show in Chevrolet Park Plaza and see how we take “everything is bigger and better in Texas” to the next level.

JOIN THE BACKYARD CIRCUS

The Backyard Circus offers little ones the chance to dress up in costumes and take part in a show that features lion tamer, tight-rope walkers, ballerinas and a host of circus favorites.

MIGHTY MIKE SHOW

Step right up! Be witness to Mighty Mike’s incredible feats of strength in the “Mighty Mike Show.” A bender of horseshoes, juggler of bowling balls and sledgehammers, and all-around charmer, Mighty Mike’s funny performance showcases strongman strength techniques dating back to the 1920’s and, dare we say, questionable dance routines. Audience members will laugh the entire show, but also leave motivated and inspired by the old-time strongman.

WORLD OF MAGIC

Featuring award-winning illusionists and futuristic elements that captivate people of all ages, “World of Magic” showcases a display of neon lighting, lasers, and even a floating robot! That’s right, a floating robot.

DENTZEL CAROUSEL

A must-ride classic at the State Fair of Texas, the Dentzel Carousel has been a staple on the fairgrounds since the early 1950s. Be sure to take a spin on this one-of-a-kind antique amusement ride beloved by fairgoers of all ages.

HOME ON THE RANGE

Debuting last year, Home on the Range Barnyard is bigger and better in Texas” to the next level. Come check out this high-energy show in Chevrolet Park Plaza and see how we take “everything is bigger and better in Texas” to the next level.
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